
9 BUILDING
BLOCKS
TO NO MORE ENGLISH

CLASSES FOR YOUR KIDS

AFTER THE AGE OF 16



How you as a parent can best

help your kid to become an

independent learner and

human, taking their life and

future into their own hands by

the age of 16.



Start early, possibly with a bilingual home, even if

you’re not native. Don’t forget, you can’t do any

harm, even if your English isn’t perfect. Just keep

going.

 

Match a language to a person. 

Always speak English to your kids and have your

partner and the rest of the family speak to them in

their native language. This is super challenging,

but the enormous pay-off is that you have

practically bilingual kids by the age of 5.

The very best resource for your and your littlies'

early English is without a single doubt my friend,

Sarah at Teatime English.

START EARLY1.

3

https://www.instagram.com/teatime.english/


4

Let your kids take responsibility for certain chores

at your home from an early age. 

This Montessori chore table form is a great way to

start (inspired by fatherly.com).
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2. MAKE YOUR KIDS
RESPONSIBLE

Put toys in boxes

Put laundry in

hamper

Help feed pets

Set the table

Stack books on shelf

Dust baseboards

2-3 YEARS

Feed pets

Wipe up spills

Make the bed

Replace toilet

paper roll

Water plants

Clean kitchen

table

4-5 YEARS

Fold towels

Sort laundry by

colour

Help pack school

lunches

Water plants/flowers

Collect trash from

wastebaskets

6-8 YEARS

Walk dog

Scramble eggs

Do simple mending

Prepare favourite meal

9-11 YEARS

Watch younger siblings

Mop floors

Shop for groceries

Bake bread/cake

12 YRS+

https://www.fatherly.com/news/a-montessori-chart-of-age-appropriate/
https://resources.strategiccoach.com/guides/a-beginners-guide-to-unique-ability
https://resources.strategiccoach.com/guides/a-beginners-guide-to-unique-ability
https://resources.strategiccoach.com/guides/a-beginners-guide-to-unique-ability
https://resources.strategiccoach.com/guides/a-beginners-guide-to-unique-ability
https://resources.strategiccoach.com/guides/a-beginners-guide-to-unique-ability
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Try to do their favourite activities in English. 

Do they love cooking? Look up a cake recipe in

English. 

Teach them basic origami instructions in English. 

Read them the assembly instructions of their new

toy in English. 

Read to them and read with them in English and

in their native language as much as you can.

Reading opens the mind, triggers imagination, and

enhances vocabulary.
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3. ACTIVE FAMILY
TIME IN ENGLISH
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Learning English through making new friends

is one of the most effortless ways to grow.

Local family groups, parent groups, mum groups,

expat groups on Facebook or Meetup can be a

great place to start.

Understanding different lifestyles,

preferences, beliefs broadens their awareness

and social sensitivity.

At Kids Online English your kids can learn with

other kiddos from all over the world, with a group

of multinational professionals.
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4. EXPERIENCE
DIVERSITY

https://www.kidsonlineenglish.com/
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Do not be surprised if not all your kids react the

same way to you trying to raise them to be bilingual

or sending them to English classes.

 

We all have a different style and pace. Make

sure you respect that.

Also, each one of us has a unique learning and

study style. Guide your kids to find their own best

way, to make it easier for them for good.

If you need more help on this, I'd recommend you

Limitless from Jim Kwik. We even added a workshop

series for our students based on his work.
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5. UNIQUE LEARNING
STYLE

https://www.limitlessbook.com/
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Help them get to love their most difficult subjects

at school, if needed, together with their tutor.

If they can tackle their most dreaded subject,

they will be able to deal with any challenge in

the future.

Teach your kids that asking for help is ok, it's

not a weakness. Yet before doing so, have

them try to solve their problems  on their own,

then make a list of their questions.

I love all the resources of Big Life Journal when it

comes to self-discovery, motivation and resilience. 
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6. FACING FEARS &
OBSTACLES

https://biglifejournal.com/
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Let them fail.

When it is a recipe in the kitchen, a way to fix their

phone, or a way to tie dye a T-Shirt, even if you

foresee them failing miserably, let it happen.

We all learn best through trial and error. You will

not always be there for them. Let them figure

things out on their own. 

This will be the key to them being able to

reinvent themselves later in life, whenever it

becomes necessary.
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7. FAILURE IS A
GREAT MASTER
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After a certain age (most often when they start

primary) you might get rejection from them on

speaking English at home. 

Find them a community where they can continue

with kids of similar age.

At Kids Online English they can find the

appropriate group and activity between the

ages of 5 and 16 years.
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8. DIFFERENT
COMMUNITIES AT
DIFFERENT AGES

https://www.kidsonlineenglish.com/
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They will learn the lyrics of their favourite song

in English

They will watch and re-watch their favourite

movies in English

When they need something for a school

project, they will look up things for it

automatically in English

When teenage years hit, a bilingual home might

just be impossible to maintain, especially if you

are not native (because they will simply prefer

their and your native language). 

But by then, if you’ve laid the foundations, it’ll all

become automatic: 
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9. READY TO BE
INDEPENDENT



By the way, why 16, why not 8, 12, or 14? 

My experience is, that you need a

certain level of maturity to take

matters into

your own hands. Yet, each one of us

goes through a unique process of

growing up.

By the age of 16, applying these

principles in your kids’ lives, they will

be fully ready to take ownership of

their own development. 

However, it might happen even earlier,

or a bit later, depending also on other

circumstances of life. 

Everyone at their own pace.



THIS IS A LOT....RIGHT?

start speaking English within a week

be able to apply from day one, what they have

learned,

practice English through engaging real-life activities,

leave our academy as a fully independent learner*,

continuing to improve their English on their own

be ready to face challenges of a rapidly changing

world,

stay curious and creative,

If you downloaded this document, you might as well

already apply some or many of these items each day in

your own life. 

 

However, I know how hard it is, to keep up with all this.

Therefore, I invite you to discover the world of Kids Online

English and see how we guide your kids exactly towards

these goals during every moment they spend with us. 

With Kids Online English 

and do all this without leaving your home.

https://www.kidsonlineenglish.com/
https://www.kidsonlineenglish.com/


THANK YOU!

Thank you so much for bing such an

amazing parent! You are truly considerate,

and you really care about your kids future.

If you liked this guide, and want to share it

with your friends, I appreciate if you do it by

sending them this link,

https://www.kidsonlineenglish.com/fluent-

by-16

 so that they can download it directly from

me.

With love,

E S Z T E R  G O D O R

Founder, Kids Online English

https://www.kidsonlineenglish.com/fluent-by-16-download

